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CORPE - Center Of Reliable Power Electronics
CORPE is a strategic research center between the industry and universities. It is led by Aalborg University. The overall goal is to produce cheaper more reliable electronic devices, which will accelerate the transition to sustainable energy sources.
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Background 



Power electronics is one of the most important key enabling technologies in changing society from a fossil fuel based society to a much more sustainable one. More than 70 % of all electricity is processed through power electronics which justifies the establishment of a Center Of Reliable Power Electronics (CORPE) at Aalborg University aiming to design more reliable and more efficient power electronic systems for use in power generation, distribution and consumption.

The center will address better understanding of how reliability of power electronic devices and systems is influenced by different stress factors such as temperature, overvoltage and current, overload and environment.
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The center is established in close collaboration with major Danish power electronic companies, Aarhus University, two leading European universities and one U.S. university.

Further, the center will develop device and system models that will enable simulation and design of power electronic systems very close to the limits of the devices and enable designed reliability. The knowledge will also be used online during operation to predict lifetime and enable smart derating of the equipment still in operation and ensure longer lifetime. The objectives will be:

	Power electronic systems will be more reliable
	More efficient
	More competitive (price) by reducing maintenance and operation costs.
 








Objectives



Global energy consumption is still rising and there is a steady demand to increase power capacity.

Today 40 % of global energy consumption is processed through electricity and it is forecasted that in 2040 this may be as much as 70 %. The production, distribution and use of electrical energy should be as technologically efficient as possible, and end-user energy savings should also be incentivized.

Two major technology areas will play significant roles in solving future challenges.The first is to change the electrical power production sources from the conventional, fossil (and short term) based sources to renewable power resources. The second is to use high-efficiency and sustainable power electronics in power generation, power transmission/distribution and end-user application. This technology is also key technology in all types of transportation systems and thus fits broad the scope of the Strategic Research Council.

Producing multiple outcomes with significant gains for science, industry and society, the center will:

	Provide a better scientific understanding and modeling of failure mechanisms as well as lifetime prediction in power electronic systems design through a strong university/industry partnership by involving leading European and US universities in the field as well as network organizations with multiple major companies included;
	Develop new modeling and testing methods which become global standards and accepted in the industrial process and accreditation;
	Make industry and universities stronger in developing a key enabling technology for society, which enables more renewable energy production, energy distribution, energy saving and also energy efficient transportation. The energy saving potential is 20-40 % long term dependent on application;
	Educate the next generation of power electronic researchers in the field;
	Contribute with new technological innovations as well as basic knowledge with the expectation that most of the innovations will be further developed in the companies;
	Attract new companies, university partners and researchers to this center activity, which will result in global attention.






Vision



By obtaining high-reliability power electronic systems for use in all fields of electrical applications used both in design and operation where the main drivers are cost, efficiency, reliability, predictability, lower operational and maintenance costs during the lifetime.

Long term goal

	Designed reliability including efficiency and cost
	Predictive maintenance using prognostic methods
	Parts per million return rates of solid products






Methodology and strategy



Research will be carried out on three different levels in order to cover the entire scope of reliability and to be able to develop tools to design for reliability. Based on analysis of failure analysis from the system level, research will be conducted on the component, converter and system level.

The figure below illustrates the center activity with the locations of the main contributions from the partners.



[image: ]Fig. 2. Center activities in corpe at three different levels: component, converter and system.

The research needs to be multidisciplinary and integrated between the partners but most input and efforts from industry will be at the system level (both in terms of feedback from the market and new designs) whereas research at the universities will mostly be dominant at the component and converter levels where models and tools are developed.

The research is divided into six tasks covering the entire range of activities from basic reliability modeling, testing up to predicted reliability system level design.

Task 1

Analysis, understanding and modeling of failure mechanisms & field load. The very large number of power electronics components installed in various power electronic systems by companies participating in the project form an unique basis for analysis of failure mechanisms in components exposed to field operation conditions.

Task 2

Lifetime prediction and design. Lifetime calculations can be based on empirical equations where the input, e.g. is the temperature profile of the module. It can also be based on physics of failure modeling including stress analysis. Some failure mechanisms are well known and modeled based on accelerated testing. But new components require characterization and the analysis in task 1 is expected to direct attention to new areas.

Task 3

Accelerated test and verification. Based on the reliability analysis in WP1 and models in task 2, components are selected for further tests where the external stress factors (current, voltage, temperature, humidity, etc.) are controlled in order to accelerate degradation of specific elements in the components like busbar, wirebond, chip solder and substrate solder. This will produce valuable input to lifetime modeling in task 2.

Task 4

Design tools for power electronic converter and system. A design platform including different state-of-the-art models of power electronic components will be developed. The platform will include electrical, thermal and mechanical dependent lifetime models.

Task 5

Real time monitoring and prediction in components and systems. Identifying methods for the real time (on-line) detection of the lifetime (wear-out) state of the power transistor (or power diode) by monitoring various relevant (thermal, electrical, optical etc.) sensor signals. This work will build on the results from task 1 and task 2, and an important task here is to make possible the desired real time detection during normal operation of a power converter.

Task 6

Application design:

The developed methods and models are validated through four different designs based on their mission profiles and they are expected to be tested in the field.
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Fredrik Bajers Vej 7K
9220 Aalborg East - Denmark
Tel.: (+45) 9940 9940aau@aau.dk
CVR: 29102384
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